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Mind Is the Only Enemy
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
not able to do that. We people do not do
our meditations and do not rise above
the mind and that is why, instead of
obeying the commandments of the Master and becoming the servant of the Master, we end up becoming the servant of
the mind.
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to tell a
story from a children's story book: once
there was a person who used to work for
the railways. He was doing some work
on the train track, and his two sons were
also playing with each other not far
from where he was working. They were
playing on the tracks and suddenly he
saw a train coming. He thought that if
he tried to stop the train it might cause
some kind of accident which might result in the death of hundreds of people,
so instead he told his sons to lie on the
ground at once. One of the two sons
obeyed his father and at once lay on the
ground and he was saved, but the other
son thought, "Why should 1 obey my
father?" And he stood there and as a
result he was cut to pieces. So you can
see that the son who obeyed his father
was saved whereas the other son, who
did not obey his father and who had the
arguments, lost his life.
In the same way, whatever orders
Masters give us, whatever the Masters
tell us to do, is for our own betterment.
They do not give us any unnecessary
orders. Whatever they speak is only for
our own good, but if we go on asking
questions like this, and if we do not folThis Satsang was given September 2 7,
low and obey the commandments of the
1988, at Sant Bani Ashram, Village
Master, we do not gain anything. We
16 PS, Rajasthan.
may even lose a lot. We do this only

Swami Ji Maharaj is presented to you. We have two paths
in front of us, one is the path of the
Masters, and the other is the path of our
mind. One path goes to the highest spiritual regions whereas the other path takes
us to the lower planes. Now we have to
decide which path we will take, whether
we will take the path of the Master or we
will follow the path of the mind.
Saints tell us that if there is any obstacle between us and God Almighty, if
there is any impediment between us and
God Almighty, it is the wall of our
mind; and if there is any enemy of ours
he is nowhere outside, he is sitting within
us - mind is our only enemy.
Mahatmas ask us, "Who makes us
create the disputes between the castes
and the religions?" It is the mind who
makes us create all these disputes and
the fighting. "Who makes all the different countries and religions fight with
each other?" It is our mind.
Mahatmas tell us that it is only because of the mind that a brother fights
with his brother and the husband has
difficulties with his wife. It is only because of the influence of the mind that a
brother cuts the head of the other
brother like he was cutting a vegetable.
Every Satsangi, every disciple of the
perfect Master, is always willing to obey
the commandments of the Master, but
because of the impediment of the mind,
because of the obstacle of the mind, he is
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because we are under the influence of
our mind. And since we are working on
the level of the mind and senses, that is
why it may seem to us that whatever
Master is telling us to do is not necessary
and we should not follow that.
Who would give us the good advice?
Who would put us back onto the true
Path if we have forgotten or have lost
the Path? Who would put us back on
that Path? Only He who has sympathy
with us, only He who is our true friend.
Our enemy will never give us good advice; he will never put us back on the
Path. And our mind is our enemy. Can
we expect him to sympathize with us?
Can we expect him to give us good advice?
Master is the only one who has good
wishes for us and who is sympathetic to
us and He is the only one who would
give us good advice and the only one
who would put us back on the Path.
Guru Nanak Sahib said that the Master always brings those disciples back
who have forgotten the Path. Those who
are going on the other side, those who
are following the other Path - Master is
the only one who brings them to the true
Path.
Outwardly through the Satsangs and
the conversations, Master tells us good
things, He gives us good advice, He explains things to us. And if, obeying His
words, obeying His commandments, we
do our meditation and go within, there
also He is the only one who guides us.
We cannot move even an inch without
His guidance when we go within, because our within is full of so many different, complicated ways and complicated things. That is why we need the
guidance of the Perfect Master there.
Guru Nanak Sahib also says that when a
disciple goes within and the Shabd is
manifested, all the disputes are solved
over there; it is only the Master who
guides the disciple to the true Path.

You can read the Hindu Puranas and
you will find that many great people,
who went in the within without the guidance of the Master were defeated and
deluded by their minds. Durbasa Muni
was the guru of Lord Krishna and he
used to go up to the heavens, but when
he went to the heavens, because he did
not have the proper guidance, that is
why he got attracted to the fairies over
there, and as a result he lost whatever he
had. So you see that all these great people who used to go so far in the within,
since they did not have the proper guidance, that is why they were deluded by
the mind. So what hope is there for us
worldly people who do not have any
good deeds to our credit in this outside
world?

Do only what the Satguru tells you
to do;
Don't follow the mind.
Swami Ji Maharaj says that you should
walk on the Path which is shown to you
by the Master, do whatever your Master
tells you to do. Don't believe in your
mind. Don't listen to your mind.

Mind makes you drown in the
ocean of life,
And makes you turn away from the
Satguru.
Swami Ji Maharaj says that if you follow the mind, what will he cause to happen to you? What kind of losses will he
cause for you? He says that mind will
not allow you to come to the Satsang,
and he will take you away from the Master. He will take you into the cycle of 84
lakhs births and deaths. And there are
many other difficulties and many other
miseries in which he will throw you.

He spins you, after putting you on
the wheel of Kal.
He entangles you in the snare of
attachment.
S A N T BANI

Do not consider him your friend; he
is your grave enemy.
He creates separation in the devotion for the Master.
Do not understand your mind as your
friend. He has deceived many great
ones. If anyone is your enemy, he is the
mind. Your mind is your only enemy.
Often I have said that like a competent lawyer he presents so many arguments and in that way he tries to explain
to us. And if we are not convinced by
him like that, then he will come to us as
a friend. And then he will try to give that
advice which may seem very friendly to
us. And if we are still strong, and if we
do not believe in what he is telling us to
do, then what will he do? Whenever we
get sick or if any difficulty comes to us,
he will very lovingly tell us that it is all
due to your good deeds, it is all due to
your meditation and doing the devotion
of the Master that you have been given
all this difficulty and things like that. So
in one way or another he always tries to
keep us away from doing the devotion of
the Master. Dear ones, he has many different weapons with him, he has many
different ways of deluding us. But he is
also a mischievous one, once he has
taken us away from the Master, once he
has convinced us that we should not do
the meditation, after some time he himself will make us realize that it was our
mistake and we should not have done
that. But once the damage is done then
what can be done to correct it?
Baba Jaimal Singh Ji used to say that
if you miss the meditation for one day,
you have to meditate three days in order
to cover up that loss, in order to fulfill
that loss. Because you know that in the
same way as our body needs food, and if
we do not eat any food for one day how
much weakness we feel, and then we
have to eat many different things for
several days to regain that energy which
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we lost by not eating one day. In the
same way, our soul also needs food as
much as our body needs it, that is why
we need to do the meditation every day.
We need to do the meditation every day
because meditation is the only food for
our soul and if we have not done it for
one day then we have to meditate for
three days to fulfill our soul. So first our
mind convinces us that we should not do
it, but once we stop doing it, then he
himself makes us realize that we should
have done it.
Often I have said that the mind who
advises you-"Well, we will go to the
Satsang next Sunday; we are not going
this Sunday," - or sometimes when the
mind advises you-"There is still a lot of
time left in the night and you will meditate after a little whileu-don't believe
him and don't take advice from such a
mind; because the mind who will give
you advice tomorrow will not come
from anywhere else. It will be the same
mind and it will give the same advice;
and in that way he will go on advising
you those things again and again.
Only that Satsangi will become successful in combating the mind who meditates for one hour more than usual
when the mind gives him the advice of
postponing the meditations. Often I
have said that to struggle with the mind
is what we call meditation.

He makes you sway in the waves of
lust and anger,
And involves you in brothers, sons,
wealth and families.
What else does he do? He tells us, "This
is your family. She is your wife, these
are your children, and you have to deal
with them." And in that way he keeps us
involved with those relationships. If we
somehow loosen our bonds with those
relationships, then what does he do? He
starts the strong waves of lust, anger,

greed, attachment and egoism within us.
Often I have said that there are five very
strong waves which always go on flowing within us, and mind always tries to
involve us in those waves. But out of
these five passions two are very strong,
namely lust and anger. Lust is spontaneous madness, and you already know
about the anger. So if he cannot do anything else, he involves us in those two
strong waves of lust and anger, and in
that way he always keeps us under his
control.
Other poisons may work on your
body, may bring death to you, only
when you eat them, but lust is such a
poison that you only have to remember
it and it will have its effect on your
brain.

He deludes you with the smell of
sensual pleasures,
And thus makes you lose your discrimination for devotion.
What else does he do? He involves us in
the pleasures of these five different passions, in the sensual pleasures and the
pleasures of this world. The more we go
on indulging in the pleasures, the more
we lose the power of discrimination
within our soul. We do not know what is
good or what is bad. And the more we
go on enjoying or indulging in the pleasures, the more they cut the root of our
devotion and we do not know which way
we should go.

Unless one meets the Beloved Satguru,
The plays of mind can never end.
Swami Ji Maharaj talks from His own
experience. He says that it is not true
that up until now no one has been saved
from the clutches of the mind, but this is
true, that unless one meets the Perfect
Master and unless the Master connects
you with the Naam, we cannot stop be6

ing the puppet in the hands of the mind.
Because unless we meet the Master, the
power of discrimination can never be
created within us, and we can never
know what is the right thing for us to do.

How long can I go on describing the
deceptions of the mind?
Not even the Rishis and Munis have
known its secret.
Swami Ji Maharaj says, "I cannot describe the deceptions of the mind. I cannot tell you how many ropes he has for
tying the souls and how many deceptions
he has created to delude the souls." And
what to talk about the other people, but
even those great Rishis and Munis, those
great people, who left their homes, who
went in the wilderness and suffered so
much on their body in order to do the
devotion of Lord, even they were also
deluded by the mind. They did not even
realize that they were being deluded by
the mind. The mind has so many different kinds of deceptions; he has different
kinds of ropes with which he ties all the
souls and he takes away the souls from
doing the devotion of Lord.
The Puranas tell about Sringi Rishi,
who was a very good Rishi. He was one
of the greatest among the Rishis. He had
left his home, he had gone into the wilderness. and he stopped eating food. He
used to eat only the leaves of the trees.
He didn't wear any clothes, he bore the
heat and the cold from the changing seasons on his body, and he suffered so
much; and he did so much devotion. But
King Dhasrath sent his woman there and
when he was deluded by the mind, she
somehow made him perform the Yajna
for the king.
So how many stories can I tell you?
There are so many great ones, there are
so many people who were deluded by the
ways of the mind.
S A N T BANI

That is why you should search for
the Satguru,
A s without the Satguru, no one is
saved.
That is why Swami Ji Maharaj says that,
"First of all, you search for the Perfect
Master and when you meet with the Perfect Master get the Naam Initiation from
Him, because up until now no one has
gone from this world of Negative Power
without getting the Naam from the Satguru.
The Rishis and Munis with whose stories the Puranas are filled up, it is not
that they were bad people, no, dear
ones, they were very good people. They
did so much devotion. But what was the
thing which they were lacking in? What
was their fault? Their fault was only
this: that they did not have a Perfect
Master. Without the guidance of a Perfect Master, they fell under the delusion
of the mind.

There is no other beloved like the
Satguru.
H e washes the dirt of this dirty
mind.
If there is anyone who we can call as our
true friend or who can be our sympathizer, it is our Master, because He is the
only one who can wash the dirt of this
mind. How does He wash the dirt of our
mind? Only with the Naam He can wash
the dirt of our mind.
Kabir Sahib also says that a disciple is
like a piece of dirty cloth and the Naam
is like a detergent which washes the dirt
from the disciple.
Guru Nanak Sahib says, "We are the
dirty ones, You are the clean one and
You are the one who can make us
clean." We are the ignorant ones and
You are the knower of everything, and
You are the only thing who can make us
like your own self.
Dear ones, at present we are doing the
practices to go to that plane which the

Masters have reached. After reaching
there the Masters wrote all those words
full of humility; but I will tell you that
the real humility, the real love, for the
Master comes only after going in the
within.

M y fate has awakened.
I have become the dear one of the
Satguru.
Swami Ji Maharaj says that the karmas
of many births from our past lifetimes
play an important role in this. He says,
"I am a very blessed one, a fortunate
one, that my good karmas of the past
lifetimes have been awakened now and
with the grace of the Master I have become a beloved one of the Master."
You may say that Master does not
love us. No, dear ones, it is not true.
Master loves all the disciples alike. In
fact, Master Kirpal Singh Ji used to say
that if we knew how much the Master
loved us we would be dancing in the
street, because the Master is full of love.
He is the ocean of love. From every single cell of His body love is coming out.
And He is full of love for all of us. But it
all depends upon how much we are receptive to His love, how much we have
understood Him, and how much closeness we feel for Him. I will tell you truly
that if we would become receptive to the
love of the Master, if we would experience how much love the Master has for
us, then all these passions and bad qualities which we have within would go away
without any difficulty, and in our within
we would only have the presence of our
Beloved Master.
Dear ones, if even a small boy were
guarding this lime orchard, we would
not dare to pick even one fruit. Even
though we know that our Beloved Lord
is sitting within us-He is sitting in our
body in the form of the Shabd - and He
is watching our every single action, but
SANT BANI

still, when we do bad deeds, we do not
even fear the presence of the Master as
much as we would fear the presence of
the boy watching the orchard. We go on
doing the bad deeds and we always think
that no one is watching us so it is all
right to do this.

How can the worldly jivas know
His glory?
Not even the Vedas and other scriptures know His importance.
Now He says, "What can the worldly
people say about the glory of the Perfect
Masters? How can they know what the
glory of the Perfect Masters is? Even the
Vedas or the creators of the Vedas know
the things only up to Trikuti and they do
not know about anything beyond Trikuti." So how can they know where the
Masters have come from and what glory
or what position They have? Many great
Mahatamas like Guru Nanak, Shamaz
Tabrez, Swami Ji Maharaj and many
other great Masters came into this
world; and you already know how
someone was made to wear a crown of
thorns, someone was crucified, someone
was deskinned. You know that if the
people had recognized the Masters, if
they had known that the Masters come
only for showering grace on us, they
would never have done those bad things
to them.

All the Gyanis and Yogis are exhausted;
But no one has understood the
glory of the Satguru.
Now He says that all the scholars are
exhausted doing all their worldly knowledge, but they did not find the right
word; they did not find the right point;
they did not find the reality. Master Kirpal Singh Ji often used to call those who
are involved in the worldly reading and
writing as the mental wrestlers and He
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used to say that they have exhausted
themselves by doing so much mental
wrestling but still they have not known
what the Master is and from where
He comes. In the same way here Swami
Ji Maharaj says that the yogis did so
many different kinds of practices and
they are also exhausted, but still they
have not reached the reality, they do not
know from where the Master comes and
who the Master really is.

That is why I call for His refuge.
Every day I perform His Aarti.
Now He lovingly says that, "Again and
again I encourage you to go to the feet
of the Master, to be in the refuge of the
Master." Blessed are those, blessed is
their human birth, who after getting this
human birth have gone to the Master
and received the Naam from Him.
Only those who have eaten the rock
candy can tell us about its taste. In the
same way, only those Masters who have
come from Sach Khand and only those
who, with the grace of those Masters,
have been able to go back to Sach Khand
can tell us about the glory of the Perfect
Master. Only they can tell us what is
the benefit of going to the Perfect Master and what the Perfect Master does for
US.
Dear ones, it is not difficult to become
a king, to get a kingdom; it is not difficult to get a very high post; it is not
difficult for a man to get a wife, and it is
not difficult for a woman to get a husband. It is not difficult to get all these
worldly things, but the most difficult
thing is to get the Perfect Master. Only if
our good karmas of the past lifetimes
are awakened, only when they are awakened, can we come across a Perfect Master. And if we have the grace of God
Almighty, only then do we develop faith
in the Master and get the Naam Initiation from Him and only then can we
improve our life.

Swami Ji Maharaj says, "I te1l you this
for your own good: you should search
for the Perfect Master." Guru Nanak
says, "0 Nanak, that soul is the most
fortunate one who takes his heart and
who attaches himself to the feet of the
Master."

When I perform rhe AarN with
love,
M y whole family gets liberation.
When someone gets the Initiation he
wishes that his whole family would get
the Initiation, his whole country would
get the Initiation, his relatives and all the
near and dear ones would get the Initiation. And if they all get Initiation you
know that they eventually get the liberation also. So just by one person's getting
Initiation, his whole family, his whole
generation gets liberated.
In the beginning the family members
oppose the Satsangi very much. You
know that whatever religion we are born
into, the family members are doing
those kind of practices. They always
think that whatever they are doing is the
right thing and they oppose the Satsangi.
But gradually, when the Satsangi goes
on doing the meditation and improves
his life, and when they look at his life
and are impressed by his habit of meditation and by his improved life, they also
gradually come to the Path and they also
become Satsangis.
It has been my experience that relatives and parents of many Satsangis,
when they first come to see me are very
much against the Satsangis and they say,
"We do not believe in you, we do not
think the people who believe in you are
good people because they don't even
wear good clothes-" and things like
that. They were very much against the
Satsangi, but later on, as time went by
they themselves became Satsangis and
not only were they convinced to become

the Satsangis, but their devotion was
also much more than the other Satsangis.
Once a family came to see me at Sant
Bani Ashram in America. They told me
that they had just come to see me because they felt that I had done a lot for
their daughter. They were very much impressed by the changed life of their
daughter, and that is why they had come
to see me, to see how I had worked on
their daughter.
One elderly lady from France whose
relatives were initiated came to see me in
Bombay. She herself was not initiated
but she was there in Bombay so she
came to see me. She told me how impressed she was with the conduct of her
relatives who were initiated. She told me
that she was not yet initiated because she
was a very strong Catholic, but she told
me that she liked my words and said, "It
is possible that I may come to the Path
and get the Initiation." So I mean to say
that when the Satsangis present a good
example for the relatives, all the family
members, even the neighbors they all become Satsangis and they also get the Iiberation.

I adorn myself with His Aarti;
M y Radha Swami has become gracious.
Radha Swami is the Supreme Gracious One;
By doing His Aarti I have become
the delighted one.
Now He says that, "I could obey the
commandments of my Master only with
His grace." He says that, "I perform the
aarti of my Master." Performing the
aarfi means to make your soul one with
the Almighty Lord. He says, "Now I
have become one with my Almighty
Lord. I am the most fortunate one, I am
the very blessed one; and it was all due
to His grace and kindness that He has
made me one with Him."
SANT BANI

Master Kirpal used to say that a blind
man, by his own efforts, cannot reach
the finger of the man who sees. Unless
the person who can see calls for that
blind man and he himself makes him
catch his finger, the blind man cannot
d o it. In the same way it is all the grace
of God Almighty Himself that we have
come to the Path. Because if He had not
been gracious 011 us He would never
have come into this world. He would
never have assumed the body which is a
bag full of filth and dirt, and which is
the bag of sufferings. It is only because
of His grace that He first gave up His
Real Home in Sach Khand and came
down into this world. He assumed this
human body and He suffered all kinds
of sufferings only for our sake, and
through the Satsangs He called us towards Him.
You know that people from so many
different places come to the Satsang and
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to the Master. Who brings them here,
who calls then here? I t is only the grace
of the Master that they are able to come
to the Master; they cannot come there
unless the Master showers grace upon
them. It is all due to His grace that He
has come in this world and He has called
us to Him and He has given us the Naam
initiation. It is exactly like the person
with vision making us blind souls catch
his finger; giving us the Naam Initiation
is like that. Even after doing so many
things H e does not say that H e has done
anything to us, H e always remains humble.
How can we thank Him for all He has
done for us? We cannot thank Him, because it is all His grace that He has done
all these things for us and He has showered so much grace upon us. Since we
are always indebted to Him, we should
always remain grateful to Him for all the
grace He has showered upon us.
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Day After Day
from a talk given December 11, 1988
MARIA PAZ TORREY
IRST OF ALL, I would like to thank
His grace He walks exactly where we
Him for giving me this opportunity happen to be walking. He brings us all
of going to His feet, for the first time in together in harmony. And we're all there
Rajasthan. This was a very special trip to help each other in our battle. Through
for me. It was my first time there, the His Power, working in each one of us,
first time away from my family, and He He helps us by a sweet word from a
granted me the blessing of going with my brother or sister. Sometimes with just a
Colombian and Latin American brothers glance we feel all the support we need.
and sisters. That gave a special touch to
Then we have bhajans, and He brings
my trip.
us even closer, and lets us express all of
I would like to rewind the tape a little our emotions. Here I would like to quote
bit, and start from the moment when the Him in one of the bhajan talks:
bus arrives. We are so anxious to see
Him, and it's been a long journey. Not "I appreciate the enthusiasm of all the
only the plane ride, and the bus, but it's
Colombian children, all of you have very
been yugas and yugas, expecting to go
much love and devotion for the Master
there to that single place on earth. Fiand I appreciate that very much. Singing
nally the bus stops and we get down, run
bhajans is one of the best ways to express
in, and He is waiting there for us, at the
what we understand of the Master, and
door. As He says, "He is waiting at the
what we want to tell Him. It is the best
door . . ." We all arrive at our own
rhythm, and we all sit at His feet, and we way to express our love, emotions, and
pains, to the Master. It is the way of
start singing. We start expressing everything we have within to Him. And then saying, 'We are sick, we have this pain of
the program starts, we get settled, and birth and death, You are our doctor; and
we have the first meditation with Him. You are the only one who can remove the
He gives us what we need, and He tells pain from birth and death.'
"It is m y personal experience with
us what we need to hear. He tells us what
both
Masters, Master Sawan Singh and
this Path is a11 about: those five sacred,
Master
Kirpal, that when somebody
and charged names. And we repeat them
would
praise
fhem, they would not al/otv
after Him, day after day, day after day.
that,
but
if
somebody
sang a bhajan in
And then we have Satsang with Him,
and He sweetly and patiently reminds us praise of the Master, he would keep quiet
that we have to quiet our mind, that we and listen to it very carefully. Igot many
have to be strong and willing to conquer opportunities to sing thepoetry, the bhaour goal as warriors. And every day that jam, in front of Masfer Kirpal Singh,
goes by He brings us closer and closer to and he always used to like it very much.
In fact, he would nod his head with every
Him.
A very special relationship starts to be single line of the bhajan I would sing.
formed. There are some wonderful and And he would get so much intoxicated in
very sweet moments. He lets us see Him the bhajan, that he wouldpoint our and
walking in the fields at a distance, or by say, 'Yes, it is correct.'
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"Saints are also attached to the love of
Their Masters, and in these bhajans the
love of the Master is very much present."

His goal. He tells us that we can do it
only through concentration. This is a
glorious moment. I would like to read a
little bit of what He said at that moment:

I had a very sweet moment in the bhajans. I guess I had forgotten what it is to "I am very grateful to my beloved sube surrounded by Colombians. We all get preme father, Almighty Lord Kirpal. If
very emotional, and we sing the bhajans a disciple wants to thank his Master, in
at a very different rhythm than we sing its true sense, he can do that only after
them here the States. Everybody wants going within. My beloved Master showto sing to Him, and they try to catch the ered so much grace on me; even after
last word of the bhajan and start the coming into this world He showered so
next one. He gave me the opportunity of much mercy upon me, and cooled down
singing to Him and it was the very first this heated heart with the sprinkle of
time I every sang to Him in His presence. Naam. You know that ifyou want to get
It was very sweet; it was wonderful. He coolness, you will have to go to the
said that the way we sing when He is higher places like the mountains and
present is very different than when He is hills. And as we go up we start getting
not present. And I had the opportunity cooler and cooler. In the same way, i f we
to prove this because a Venezuelan sister want to remove the coolness, in the cold
came to me asked me to record the bha- season, we need to go to the source of
jan I had sung for Him. We went to a the heat. A s we come closer to the source
little corner, and I felt a little embar- of the heat we feel the warmth.
rassed because I have always been very
"What is the benefit of going to the
out of tune; and yet when I had sung this places where the Masters have done
bhajan to Him it had seemed to be okay. Their meditations, or where the Masters
So she took me to this little corner, and I have lived? By going to the places where
sang the bhajan for her, and she re- the Masters have done Their meditation,
corded it. Then she asked me, while I we get the inspiration to achieve the
was there, to sing another bhajan. And I same thing which used to work within
said, "Well, I don't think I'm able to; I'm the Masters. Master Kirpal Singh used to
out of tune." So she said, "Let's give it a say, 'IC is as i f somebody had a disease of
try." And when I started singing, sure itching; if other people go in the comenough, I was out of tune. So she said, pany of that person, they also get that
"Okay, let's not record it. Let's forget it." disease from Him.' So by going to the
Yes, it is very special when we sing in Masters, because They have this disease
front of Him.
of doing the meditation of the Shabd
The entire stay went like that: taking Naam, and by spending time in Their
all the dirt we were bringing, and clean- company, we also catch that disease, and
ing us up, and filling us with happiness we also start doing the meditation. And
and joy and grace - and being very, very by doing it every day, we also become
close to Him. And then that very special competent, like They have become.
day, the day when everything wraps up,
"Our success in meditation depends on
He takes us and shows us our real goal. the concentration- the more we will
He shares His own experience and lets us concentrate at the Eye Center, the closer
see that physical place where He Hitn- we will come to the Light and the Sound
self, with His Master's grace, reached which emerges from Sach Khand and
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comes into this world at the Eye Center
in the form of Light. It is as if some
people were playing music, some band,
some group is playing music and the farther we go away from them, we start
getting different sounds, and i f we go
very far away from them, the only sound
we will be able to hear will be the sound
of the drum. When we are closer to
them, we hear the different sounds together as music, but when we are away
from them, we hear the sounds separately, and at the end, we can only hear
the sound of the drum. In the same way,
when we go away from the Eye Center,
even though the complete Sound is coming there to the Eye Center, but still we
hear different Sounds, and if we go very
far away from it, we can only hear that
Sound which is coming very loud. But if
we come closer to the Eye Center, we
hear the Sound, all different sounds
blended in one, and we come closer to
the Sound of the big bell.
"On our soul there is the cover of
mind, and the mind is covered with the
coser of Maya. Further, the mind is controlled by the organs of the senses, and
we are wandering in this jungle of the
passions and pleasures like a madman.
The further we go from our Real Home
the more we get involved in the worldly
pleasures, in the passions and indulgences. I have often said that before we
sit for meditation, we should remove all
the imagining, fantasizing, and all the
thoughts we have in the mind. In place
of those thoughts and fantasies, we
should be doing only the Simran. While
sitting in meditation we should not do
the following: we sit our body for meditation, but our mind is wandering somewhere else in the world. A s our body is
sitting for meditation, we should also

make our mind sit there with the body,
and meditate.
'7 hope that all of you have understood what I have been explaining to you
for the past ten days, about the concentration, because our success in meditation, our success on this Path, depends
on our concentration. I hope you will
not forget the inspiration and enthusiasm you have received here for doing
your Bhajan and Simran, and you will
maintain it, even when you go back to
your homes, by doing even more Bhajan
and Simran. "
After this talk, my personal feeling is
that everything changes; this is like our
last very special gathering, and H e starts
weaning us, softly, and little by little.
from His physical presence. The schedule and the rhythm we have been having
at the Ashram changes. H e gently prepares us for the departure, for that physical separation, for our return to the
world and our lives in it. There aren't any
other Satsangs in our language, lots of
people come to the Ashram, and that
quiet place, where we could hear our
own steps, becomes full of people. H e
brings us a taste of the world. so that the
transition may be less shocking. And
then we pack, and then comes our farewell. Our farewell to Him is t o sing our
emotions, sing those bhajans, all gathered again at His feet, close to that door
where H e waits for us. Then comes His
farewell. We all go into the buses - and I
didn't know that H e was going to be so
close physically, for the last time. I didn't
know that H e was going t o get into the
bus, and walk slowly, giving each one of
us His physical darshan, His physical
embrace. I thank Him for that.
This is all I have to share with you.

SANT BANI

On Trips to India - 1989-90
There has been a major change in the schedule of Rajasthan trips. Beginning
September 1989, Groups One and Seven are canceled. (Group Seven yJi go as
scheduled in March 1989.) Groups Two and Three are both now reserved
totally for those whose first language is Spanish.
Following is the schedule of Rajasthan trips:

Leave U.S.

Bus to
Rajasthan

Bus from
Rajasthan

Leave India

----

GROUP ONE

------

- - CANCELED

GROUP TWO

-----

Arranged by Colombians

-----

GROUP THREE

-----

Arranged by Colombians

-----

GROUP FOUR

December 25

December 28

January 8

January 10

GROUP FIVE

January 22

January 25

February 5

February 7

GROUP SIX

February 19

February 22

March 5

March 7

GROUP SEVEN

- - - - - - - - CANCELED

---

-

------

Those wishing to sign up for a Rajasthan trip should contact Judith Perkins,
R.R. #2 Box 111, Antrim, N.H. 03440. Information on Bombay, Bangalore
and other programs will be published when it becomes known; but it will not
be possible to go to both Rajasthan and Bombay/Bangalore within the same
year.
As before, when writing to request space in India groups, compliance with
the following requests is much appreciated:
1. Write your name, address and telephone number on the front page of your
letter.
2. Write only on one side of the page; if writing more than one page, use
another sheet. (PLEASE do not write on a postcard or folded note card.)

3 . Send a stamped, self-addressed, long (business size) envelope for reply.
4. GIVE THE DATE OF YOUR LAST TRIP TO INDIA.

Thank you very much for your cooperation and help.

Satguru Kirpal Has Come
to Liberate the World
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
Satguru Kirpal has come to liberate the world.
In the home of Hukam Singh He has come as the beautiful child.
Congratulate Gulab Devi who has given birth to Him.
He has come as the support of the whole world.
He, Shah Kirpal, gives the message in every home.
The plays of Sawan Shah are unique. Who am I, the poor one?
Taking the support of the True Naavz, He has come to liberate the
world.
Travelling in all the four directions, He gave the message of True
Naam.
That divine Light, the All Owner, has come as Sawan.
The Star of the Eye of Sazoan has come to liberate the world.
Remaining in the veil, he nourishes the whole zoorld.
For those who have real love for Him, He manifests and sits wit hi^
them.
He, the Knower of evey soul, has come to liberate the zoodd.
God has come into this world wearing the garment of the human
body.
The All-Conscious Anami-being has called himself Kirpal.
The bhandara of Kirpal has come. He p t Ajaib in the Path.

In Remembrance of Master Kirpal
reprinted from the Vancouver area Satsang newsletter
YODHI WILLIAMSON

I

In the spring of 1969, a friend I had
recently met showed me books of the
Master and told me about the Path. On
my first look at Kirpal's radiant face I
knew that I had come home. A few
months earlier I had eaten at the Golden
Lotus Restaurant. The people who
worked there impressed me with the
calm and peace that emanated from
them. I knew they had something I
wanted, but what? Finally. the answer:
they had the Master.
In May I was at an outdoor rock concert in Aldergrove. I walked over to the
Golden Lotus concession and talked to
one of the initiates. A few minutes later
he turned to someone and said, "Barbara, we have a sister here." The next
week I moved in and began to consciously prepare for initiation. The year
before on October 26 I went through
some deep karma, a paying of debts,
necessary but painful, and exactly one
year later to the day the beloved Master
graciously bestowed the gift of Naam on
this lowly servant.
The years went by after initiation, and
I watched brothers and sisters going to
India to spend time with the Master. The
longing to see the beloved Kirpal in His
physical form was strong within me.
However, at that particular time of my
life, I literally never or rarely had any
money. I usually lived in co-op houses
and worked just enough for my room
and board. Without a husband or children, the material world was not part of
my life. In retrospect, I thank the Master
for blessing me with such a stress-free
environment to do spiritual practices in.
But this did not get me to India.
Finally, after many hopes, the beloved
came to me and all the other dear ones in
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WAS INITIATED into Surat Shabd Yoga
October 26, 1969. When I look back
over my life, and I am sure this is the
case for most, I can clearly see how circumstances and events had conspired
and unfolded to bring me to the feet of
my beloved Master Kirpal.
From the time I was 4, India held a
fascination with me. I saw a picture of a
turbanned boy in a story book, and from
that time my favorite pastime became
sitting high in a tree imagining that India
was my home. It was also at that time
that I had a sudden flash that the best
thing which could happen to anyone
would happen to me. I never dismissed
this feeling as childish egotism. It was an
inner certainty that I carried with me, to
be confirmed when I was initiated on the
Path. As a young girl and early teen, my
interest in India continued. I gained at
least a superficial knowledge of Eastern
religions, and learned something of the
inner realms from reading William
James' Varieties of Religious Experience.
I was blessed with occasional experiences
of light and sound during this period,
but did not realize what had happened
until I came to the Path. On a humorous
note, I can remember lying on my bed in
the dark, concentrating, putting all my
will into soul projection after reading a
Lobsang Rampa novel. Nothing happened.
In 1967, after finishing school, I left
home and became involved in the counter-culture, the so-called "hippie revolution" of the late 60's and early 70's. The
next few years were like lifetimes in
terms of change and experience, the
main result being that before the age of
20 I was ready to turn inward and seek
inner peace.

North America. My good friend and
brother Carl Perkins told me that if I
could scrape $7 together, he \voi~ldspot
me for the rest to get to Washington,
DC. Imagine, even this seemed a feat to
me. But by Master's Grace, i t was my
birthday that week, and friends in the
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house I lived in gave me the money as a
present. Beyond getting initiated, the
second miracle of my life was spending
three months with iMaster Kirpal on t'le
1972 North American tour.
1My first glimpse as He arrived at the
airport is forever etched . . . the grace19

ful form, the power, the beauty in His
luminous eyes, all-seeing and loving . . .
to know that He was finally here, and I
could drink my fill and be filled over and
over- you all know the feeling-it is
truly beyond words.
My main personal memory of the tour
was the endless darshan . . . I lived for
His glance and His blessing. There was a
fair-sized group of dear ones who had set
aside these few months to be solely in the
Master's presence, and we travelled to
each spot on the itinerary, were put in
meditation every morning, drove diligently to every afternoon and evening
lecture, and if the Master was flying
somewhere that evening, we would
forego sleep to be at meditation the next
morning. There were a few occasions
when Master was being driven somewhere, and we would look out the window on some highway between A and B,
and there He would be driving along
beside us!
Sometimes just getting to a meditation
or lecture took divine intervention. In
Vancouver I was in a vehicle filled with
people travelling quite fast to get to initiation, talking about the tour and the
Master. Suddenly we were pulled over by
a member of the RCMP, who informed
us that we were travelling 70 mph and he
had had his siren on for at least five
minutes. We explained to him that there
were two people in the car on their way
to be initiated by a Perfect Master and
they did not want to chance being late.
He looked at us, thought about it, and
said, "OK, you had better get going." We
arrived in good time.
Another time, I was in a car in Los
Angeles with a group of initiates on their
way to an evening lecture at the Wiltshire Hotel. Traffic was really congested
and our case seemed hopeless. Suddenly
our driver stepped out of bounds and
drove along the side lane until we got

there. These are both examples of irregular behaviour that were not the norm,
and not to be cited as OK, but in our zeal
and fervour the Master blessed the sincerity of heart and led us to His feet.
In R4ontreal I got in touch with a good
friend, Doug Pringle of CHOM, a radio
station that often carried interviews with
spiritual leaders. I arranged for Douglas
to interview the Master, and was "lucky"
enough to find myself upstairs in the
Master's suite while this took place. Master greeted both of us. I was tongue-tied
and could not speak, but we were seated
close and I gazed and listened. When
Douglas was finished, Master handed
each of us a pear to eat and insisted on a
photo . . . I was too shy, and let this be
Douglas' moment. Master shook his
hand, hugged him and stood with His
arm tight around him while the camera
clicked. I floated back downstairs on a
cloud, ate my parshad and meditated for
a long time.
There were countless moments, and as
I write this, I am pitched somewhere between wanting to tell it a11 and restraining myself for fear of going on. I remember drinking the dregs of Master's tea in
St. Petersburg, and catching oranges
that the Master playfully threw to us,
right on the Ashram land in Surrey.
There are also moments so intensely personal it is not possible or even right to
talk of them. However, there is one precious personal memory I will share. In
Chicago one morning I sat near the podium, and Master was looking around
and holding some flowers he had just
been given. In a twinkling, while gazing
at Him with the love of my heart, I suddenly found a flower in my hand. He
had passed it to Ben Ringel and motioned in my direction. I still have that
flower, my own parshad of the Master's
love.
Thank you for letting me share my
story with you.
SANT BANI

God Has Entered My House
Sant Kirpal Singh Ji
A darshan talk on a hymn of Kabir, given at Rajpur, March 22,
1970; reprinted from Sat Sandesh, May 1973.
from Kabir, who
appreciates his own good luck: By
God's grace the Word made flesh has
entered m y house, and it is fortunate I
am that the manifested Cod in man has
come in. Now what should I do?-He
has given me a contact with thut God
within me-so go on! no moment should
be lost but to be with lhat Power. The
result is, 1 um quiet, sitting in that bliss,
at peace. Mind hus found no place in
me to rise into ripples now--quiet, calm,
serene. 0 mind, go on with this thing
you have got by the grace o f God who
has appeared in man body and entered
your house. So fortunate I am, you see.
The result is, now 1 have escaped the
wheel o f life-birth and death. I am at
home with God. Thank You, Cod, Kabir says.
God Himself made flesh came to me,
gave me a contact with Him who is ulready within me. 0 mind, go on with it
now! Don't lose a minute without retnaining in contact with that. That is
what the hymn says. Out of thousands,
millions, trillions of people, how many
people get the contact? They are engaged mostly in the outward ways of
worship-those methods which are performed with the help of hands or outgoing faculties or intellect. Who can
give us that contact except the God in
man-that God which is manifest in the
man body. Greatly fortunate, 0 mind,
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that God in tnun hos enrered my house.
This man body too really is a house we
live in-an
outside house.
1 remember when our Master went to
Lahore; he sat in a room and gave instructions to someone there. When H e
went back, I locked it. Nobody entered.
Whenever you came into that room, the
sweet Music was heard. So places are
blessed by such personalities. The atmosphere is charged. Greatly fortunate
we are that such a person has entered
our house. So that is our lesson-thanking God; thanking our own dest.iny, our
own God, and God in man. Let no moment pass without remembrance, constant remembrance.
The lower mind does not like to withdraw from outside. At times, for a n hour
or two, we try to go in; but it does not
remain inside. But once we get that
bliss, that bliss inside which is stronger,
more attractive, more intoxicating, we
will never dare to lose contact with that
Power. Outside things are attractive to
us; but are those things really attractive?
We are conscious beings, a drop of the
ocean of all consciousness, which is an
ocean of intoxication. These outside
things are all material things. When you
are wholly engrossed, imbued with outer
things, you have that bliss, a little contact with your own intoxication within,
like a dog who eats bones. There is no
taste in the bones, but his own blood
21

gocs out and hc drinks that blood, which
provides the taste. So we arc bliss; we
arc a drop of intoxication. Whcn you
arc imbued with somcthing clsc, for
that moment so long as you arc engaged
thcrc, there is some bliss; but it is rcally
no bliss. Whcn our soul, which is a drop
of the occan of all consciousncss, comes
in contact with all consciousncss, it gets
morc bliss-thc most bliss. So rcally we
are of thc same essence as that of God;
Hc is eternal.
So God is all wisdom, H c is all bliss.
joy, happiness. We a11 want happincss.
Pity wc .seek i t amiss; it is within our
own sclvcs, and by coming in contact
with that highcr consciousncss, you will
becomc morc happy. Wc havc that rcllcction of our own pcace and happiness
in outer things by engaging in them.
Wc arc fortunate wc havc Somcone
who givcs us a cluc to that-not
u cluc,
but a demonstration of that, for a while.
Wc should dcvelop that from day to day.
Thcn we will say, likc Kabir: I mn
greutly fortunate [hut I lwve met with
the Muster, who came und entered tny
outcr house, my inrler house too. So
mind, now enjoy that bliss. Never lose a
moment of it. Be thankful. Have the real
right perspective as the matter stands.

By concentration only ciln you fccl
that bliss; you come in contact with thc
highcr consciousness-morc bliss. If you
are cngaged in the outcr things, then also
you have some bliss; but that is only
tcmporary, for a while, a drop. Is that
not true? Docs this not ~ ~ p p e atol you?
All Masters bring this to thc world,
you see. Shamas Tabrez, a great Saint of
Pcrsia, says, Don't look to my outer
dress. 1 uppetrr to be living in rugs. Look
within rne to see who I urn. People asked
Shamas Tabrez, "Why have you come
hcre?" "I could not refuse. I have been
am thc King
sent. Look within me-I
of Kings." These are his words 1 am
quoting you. "What have you brought?"
"I have brought the very strong whiskey
of heaven to distribute to the world; that
is why 1 have come to you." So 1111 ~Masters say the same thing in thcir own
language. They bring something. . . .
What did Christ say? I urn the breud of
life which hus come down from heuvew;
n3hosoeverlrttr~ukeso f it rhull huve everlusting llfe. Both expressed themselves in
diferent words, but they say the samc
thing. Fortunate those are who gct a
contact and likc Kabir say, "Bc thanklul
to the God in man."
We fritter away all this valuable lifc
SANT B A N I

in trilling things. Our ~Mastcr uscd to
class pcoplc, disciples. H e would say
that thc Satsangis arc all thcrc, but thcrc
arc some "homey" Satsangis-those who
i ~ r cat home with the Mastcr. They wcrc
morc dear to Him than anybody clsc in
the world.
You remember that ('hrist was once
sitting with a good number of pcoplc and
he was told that his mother and brcthrcn had come. said "Who is my mothcr?
Who are my brcthrcn'! I'hosc who do the
will of God." Maslcrs h a w that angle of
vision. All the foul- sons of the tenth
Guru wcrc martyred. Thcrc were so
many people sitting by him. His wifc
came up and askcd him, "Where arc
my children?" "I havc sacriliccd thcrn
for all these children of mine!" You d o
not know how dear you arc to the Master.
So those who are obeying, living u p
to what H c says, forget all relations. It
is H c who binds our inncr relation which
can ncvcr be broken even aftcr dci~th.
Here all issues arc paid off; givc and
take, that's all. Each one has to go his
own way; but the inner relation can
ncvcr be broken even after death; even
aftcr leaving the body. Our Mastcr uscd
to givc a n cxanlple of pcoplc crossing a
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river. The sailor first takes one load,
then another lot. then a third lot. Those
whom masters havc initiated arc taken
one by one. All will go-some
before,
some after. But on the other side of the
world you will a!l meet.
Are these things in books? Books cannot explain everything.
We are looked after by the shepherd.
People asked Christ. "Why have you
come here'?" H e answered, "I have lost
my sheep." When I was leaving by plane
for the West, people gathcrcd together
: ~ n daskcd me why 1 was going. "1 am
going to find all my brothers there."
We do not rciilizc what a blessing we
have. Make the best use of it. God t m d e
flesh her., conlr-has rtrfereti trty house
u t ~ dgivetr ttle ( I C O ~ I I C I C I0
. tnimi, don't
rest for ( I tmtnetzt. And that's the main
object of man's life. In this human body
you can go back to your home and in
no othcr. You are fortunate you have
thc h u m m body. What you can d o here
in a short timc cannot be done in the
othcr world-the
higher planes-in
ten
times as long. Every day, every hour,
every minute, brings us closer to the
cnd of the h u m m body.
So hurry up! Repose; just go into thc
lap of the mother. Nothing further to be
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done. That is the result of effort; but
eflorrless effort. Thcrc arc two mottos in
the world: First. "God helps those who
help themselves"; but also. "God helps
those who d o not help thcmsclvcs." Help
yourself so much so that you forget
yourself in that effort. So go back, recede. Leave off thinking; i f the mind,
outgoing faculties, and intcllcct stand
still, that vcry silence transfers into
Light, then into Sound.
SO it is comparatively easier if you
can repose, having faith in the Mother.
You cannot repose unless you have full
confidence in the Mother. A child can
never dream that a lion would come and
cat him up; hc will run to the mothcr.
and the mothcr would rather be caten
by the !ion than let thc child be. such
lovc she has for the child. So how fortunate we arc, you see.
Hcrc is the open sccret I have spoken
to you from a common scnsc level. So
what remains now? Don't be led away
by the daily doings. Lifc i x n xcrics of
interruptions; a matter of give and takc.
reactions of the past. Nobody can cvcn
dream that anything goes according to
his will and plcasurc. With all that. thcxc
are give and takc, passing phases. Stick
to what you have been given; that will

prove il shcct anchor. Remain air conditioned, not to bc affected by the outside atmosphcrc, cold or heat. hurricanes
or anything.
Where i x thats?-that is in your own
Sclf. So rcccdc; you will feel it. Don't
allow any wavcs coming from the outside to entcr through the outgoing facultics. Shut yoursclf in thc c l o x t , ax C'hrixt
said: the closet of your body.
What does meditation mean'? When
you cntcr within you will find H e is
there. quite cut off from thc outside.
This is something given to you practically. You are to devclop it by regular
practice, weeding out till outcr attachments in one way o r another.
When a child is there trying to walk
here and there, and thc mothcr i~
pleased to see, lint thc child crawling.
then walking, then running. Master is
pleased to scc his children going along.
H e docs not comparc the man running
with the child hopping along; he apprcciates that hopping too. Similar to the
mother, is it not'? The child is vcry dear
to the mother, is he not? The child running, as well as the child hopping.
So let us be thankful, that's all I can
say. Kabir has a good lesson to b''IVC us.
S A N T BANI

It Depends Upon Your
Faith, Love, Devotion & Effort
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
E A R MASTER,I was initiated eight
years ago but none-the-less through
my efforts I can't obtain any progress on
the Path and in the meditation. My meditation doesn't light up the Path and my
path doesn't light up the meditations.
This is very evident and somebody critizes me and You for this. I have suffered
it alone but now I ask why? Is my temper
too had or my karma too heavy or is
there some other reason? How much can
You suffer for my safety? I don't know
what I should expect.

D

Every satsangi should think about this
question patiently. Maharaj Sawan
Singh Ji used to say that not even the
experiences of the husband and wife are
alike, because they have their own
karmas and they have different karmas
to pay off. We do have the effect of our
bad karmas as we also have the effect of
the good karmas on our soul. As our
good karma has a good effect, in the
same way the bad karma also effects us
very badly and has a direct effect on our
meditations. Often I have said that it is
worse to surrender than to be defeated.
You should not surrender to your mind.
You should continue your struggle and
when your karmas are paid off, then you
will get all the experiences and then your
path will brighten up and you will make
-

-

This question and answer session was
given September 25, 1988, at Sant Bani
Ashram, Village 16 PS, Rajasthan.
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progress. But you should not be disappointed. You should not surrender yourself to the mind. You should go on doing
the meditation.
It has been my experience that out of
hundreds of people who get the Initiation, not everyone has the same kind of
experience. Everyone's experience differs. There are many people, even after
being given two or three different sittings, who don't get any experience at
all. But the grace of the Master is equal
for everyone.
For those people who did not get any
experience or those who do not yet have
the experience after meditating for so
long, or after being on the Path for so
many years, I would like to advise that
they should continue doing their meditation practices with love, faith and devotion for the Master. If you will maintain
your faith and devotion for the Master,
sooner or later, after your karmas are
paid off, you will definitely get what you
are looking for.
Many times when the good souls come
to get Initiation they do not need to have
so much explained, they just sit there
and when they get the Master's attention
they confess that they have received very
high experiences and thus there is no
need to spend much time explaining the
theory to them. They accept the attention of the Master and they do not have
any difficulty in getting the experiences.
Many times it happens that our mind
will not let us confess our mistakes and

as a result even though we know, deep in
our heart, the reason why we are not
getting the experience, still, because of
the influence of the mind, we are not
able to understand and we do not believe
that it is the mistake of our mind. It is
our mistake that we have not received
the experiences at the time of the Initiation.
During the first world tour, at Sant
Bani Ashram many people were initiated
and one dear one came from South Africa to receive the Initiation. She was a
good soul but she did not get any experience of Light or Sound at the time of the
Initiation. She was a good soul and she
knew what her mistake was. She told me
with love and patience that she knew
why she did not get any experience at the
Initiation and that she was sure with
Master's Grace everything would be all
right. I was very impressed by her patience and by her devotion. She continued doing her meditation after the Initiation and even though she did not get any
experience she continued doing her practices with love, faith and devotion for the
Master. All the dear ones in her area,
including her husband, were so impressed by her faith and devotion for the
Master that they also were drawn to the
Path. Later on they received Initiation
and because of her, now there are now
many initiates over there. That dear one
knew about her mistake and she gradually removed it and after a year she got
the experiences and everything became
all right and now she is a good, leading
satsangi over there.
At that same place there was another
dear one from the same area who had
come for the Initiation and he was given
two sittings at the time of the Initiation
but he did not get any experience at all.
He had done something wrong before
coming for the Initiation and even
though he knew that he had made some
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mistake, his mind did not allow him to
put the blame on his own self and he did
not confess that it was his own fault.
Instead he was putting the blame on the
Master. After some time, about six or
seven months later he came to realize his
own mistake then he wrote me a letter
and he told me, "Now I realize why I was
not having any experience at the time of
Initiation. I had done this thing wrong
and I was so embarrassed to admit that
in front of all the people that I did not
tell you. My mind did not let me confess
it at that time, but now I confess my
mistake and now you should shower
grace on me." Later on he also got the
experience.
So I mean to say that many times our
mind is so powerful that he will not let us
believe that it is our own mistake; and
under the influence of mind, we lose
faith in the Master. If we would continue
doing the meditation with faith and love
for the Master and with all our devotion,
then after some time everything becomes
all right.
Once Master Sawan Singh Ji went to
the Dhiri area and over there many people came to hear His Satsang and they
got Initiation from Him. Master Sawan
Singh Ji used to say that those people
were so innocent and such good souls
that they all got very good experiences at
the time of the Initiation and they became very devoted to the Path of the
Masters.
In the same way, last year in Bangalore many people came to attend the Satsang and many people got the Initiation.
Those poor people did not understand
the Hindi language very clearly but they
were such good souls that I did not have
to give another sitting to anyone because
everyone got very good, very high experiences at the time of the first Initiation
sitting.
Last time when I went to Colombia
many dear souls came there for the SatSANT BANI

sang and they attended the Satsang for
many days and they understood the Satsang, they understood the Path. Afterwards when they received the Initiation
they got very beautiful experiences and I
did not have to give another sitting to
anyone over there.
This Path of the Masters is not like
government service where if you serve
for many years you get a promotion; it
all depends upon your faith, your love,
your devotion and how much effort you
put in doing your practices.
Dear ones this is something which
needs your consideration. Many times it
happens that we do our meditation
wholeheartedly and we do all the things
which are required of us but we do not
give up those things which we are supposed to give up and that is why we do
not get anywhere in the meditation, we
do not make any progress.
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say that
if a sick person goes to the doctor, the
doctor gives him some medicine. If he
takes that medicine but does not abstain
from the things which the doctor told
him to, then that medicine will not work
for him.
Swami Ji Maharaj also says the same
thing, "The disciple does not abstain
from the things which he has been told
to but instead he blames the Master for
not getting any progress."
As far as getting criticism of our own
self and also of the Master this is because of our own ignorance; because we
do not understand our responsibility to
do the Path. It is the responsibility of all
the dear ones, all the satsangis, to present an example for the people in their
home and in their neighborhoods, so
that looking at the satsangi's way of living people may be impressed and they
may also come to the Path and improve
their lives.
I will tell you an interesting story
about my father. We were born in a Sikh
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family and it is considered that those
who read the Jap Ji Sahib early in the
morning are doing a good deed. So my
father, because he was a Sikh, read the
Jap Ji Sahib in the early morning. Once
he met a mahatma who didn't have any
knowledge of going within and who did
not know the secret of the inner worlds,
but he was a good mahatma and he gave
my father a rosary to move. He told my
father, "If you will move the rosary
along with the reading of Jap Ji Sahib
then all of your difficulties will go
away." So my father used to read Jap Ji
Sahib in the morning along with moving
the rosary. You know that in the home
there are many problems and difficulties, and even if there are none we
ourselves create many difficulties and
problems. My father had this habit of
calling names at his servants every morning whenever they would do the work.
So on the one side he would be reading
Jap Ji Sahib and moving the rosary and
along with doing that he would also put
the feed in front of the cattle and at the
same time he would be calling the names
at the servants and he would be rebuking
everyone in the family.
Both my mother and 1 would ask him
to tell us what he thought God would
accept - "Will He accept your reading of
Jap Ji Sahib, your moving the rosary, or
your calling your servants names?"
So when my father went to Baba
Bishan Das, Baba Bishan Das told him,
"Instead of moving the rosary and reading Jap Ji Sahib and doing everything all
at the same time, you should sit at one
place quietly, read Jap Ji Sahib and move
the rosary. Then all your difficulties will
go away and the people who see you
doing that may also get impressed that
you are not fighting with anyone, that
you are not rebuking anyone, and in that
way they will see that you have improved
your life.
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Dear ones, the fragrance of Naam
should come out from the satsangis.
Each satsangi should always be determined to do the meditation; he should
not go after getting experiences, he
should only be determined to do his
meditations regularly and wholeheartedly. The Light is within you, the Sound is
within you, all the stars, suns, moons
and all the beautiful glimpses, all the
beautiful things are within you. Your
Master is also within you. He is the Form
of the Shabd, He is sitting there within
you and you should only be determined
to do the meditation and you should not
worry about getting any experience.
We complain only when we do not sit
for the meditation. If we abstain from
the things which our Master has told us
to and would sit for meditation and if we
withdraw our attention from the outside
world, concentrate at the eye center-if
we do all these things - it is not difficult.
Our mind has made it difficult but in
fact it is not that difficult if you would
only obey the commandments of the
Master and do the meditation.

Should a satsangi ask for or yearn for
the darshan of the Master?
We ask for the darshan of the Master
only when our mind is quiet and when
we are concentrating at the eye center. If
we are asking for the darshan in that
condition we are not the thief. In fact
whenever this condition comes we
should take advantage of it and we
should at once sit in meditation and ask
for the real darshan of the Master.
Regarding the darshan of the Master I
would like to tell you a story of the sixth
Guru, Guru Har Gobind, and His disciple. The Master is residing in us, He is
present in every single cell of our body in
the form of the Shabd and He is not
unjust. Whenever the disciple longs for
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His darshan He always supplies it. He
always provides the disciple with whatever he needs and whenever the disciple
longs for the darshan He is always there
to give it.
Bhai Rukhchand was an initiate of
Guru Har Gobind; he had one brother
and both of them were farmers. It was
the month of April or May and it was
very hot and they were harvesting wheat.
In those days there were no refrigerators
so there was no way of cooling the drinking water. As they were working they
became thirsty and they came to a place
where the water was very cold and Bhai
Rukhchand at once said, "We should not
drink this water. Our Master should be
the one who drinks this water because it
is very cold."
Now at that time they were about fifty
or sixty miles away from where Guru
Har Gobind was doing the Satsang. Bhai
Rukhchand was at his place doing the
work of farming but he had the desire of
taking that water to his Master. He had
the desire of having the darshan of his
Master, even though there was no means
of traveling the distance to his Master at
that time of day, but still he had this
desire.
Guru Gobind Singh was sitting among
the other dear ones of the Sangat and He
was giving Satsang. He became thirsty
but He did not drink any water and suddenly He said, "I have to go to a place
where one of my disciples is very
thirsty." Bhai Rukhchand was very
thirsty because it was very hot but he had
not drunk the water because he wanted
his Master to drink that water, and on
the other side Guru Har Gobind also did
not drink the water and suddenly He left
the Sangat. Guru Har Gobind was a very
good horse rider and at once He took the
horse and He rode all the way to the
place where Bhai Rukhchand had by
then become unconscious from the heat.
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Guru Har Gobind came there and He Husan? I got this melon as soon as you
Himself made Bhai Rukhchand drink thought about me having it."
So you see, who will fulfill the longing
that water.
So now you imagine, was there any of the disciple? only He who has created
telephone there, was there any cable sys- that longing in the disciple. Whenever we
tem there? There was no telephone, have the longing, whenever we have the
there was no outer way of communicat- thirst for the Master, He has inflamed
ing. It was in the heart of Bhai Rukh- that love within us and He is the only
chand that his Master should come and one who will extinguish that fire of love.
drink that water and he had the pangs of He is the only one who will fulfill our
separation and he wanted to have the longing because He is the one who has
darshan of the Master. The Masters are created that longing within us.
Guru Nanak Sahib said that He knows
All-Conscious, that is why Guru Har
Gobind knew what was in the heart of everything without your asking. To
His disciple. He left the Sangat and went whom are you praying? He knows your
at once to Bhai Rukhchand and made every single need and He gives you whathim drink the water; in that way He not ever is appropriate and whatever is good
only quenched his physical thirst but He for you.
We become disappointed after praying
also quenched the thirst of his soul.
Raja Ram Sahib was a very devoted to our Master only when the thing which
dear one of Master Sawan Singh Ji and we are praying for, which we are asking
Master Kirpal Singh Ji often used to talk for, from the Master is not feasible, is
about him. Once he bought a piece of not appropriate for us, is not good for
melon. It was very sweet and as he was us. But we do not know what is good for
about to eat it he tasted that it was very us or what is not good for us. That is
sweet and at once a thought came in his why whenever we pray for anything from
mind, "My Master Sawan Singh should the Master and if it is not given to us
eat this melon because it is so very then we become disappointed and we
sweet." And right then he drove all the think that Master has not heard our
way from Husan, which was very far prayer. Master knows everything and
from Dera Beas to the Dera to give that only He knows what is good for us.
melon to Master Sawan Singh. When he Many times we think something would
reached Dera Beas he did not find Mas- be a good thing for us but eventually we
ter Sawan Singh there because He had find that it was not a good thing after
gone to Peshawar to give Satsang. So all. Master always protects us and He
Raja Ram Sahib continued on to knows, "This thing is not good for my
Peshawar and on the way it was very disciple." That is why even though we
stormy and all the roads were blocked pray for it sometimes He does not give it
because there were many trees uprooted. to us. He knows our every single thought
Still he was not stopped by any barriers; and He always gives us those things
he went straight to the place where Mas- which are good for us.
ter Sawan Singh was and he presented
When we ask for the darshan of the
that melon to the Master. As soon as Master He always comes to give us the
Master Sawan Singh saw Raja Ram darshan provided our asking is sincere
bringing the melon He said, "Raja Ram and it is coming from our heart. This
why did you take so much trouble in place where you are sitting now, at this
bringing this melon all the way from time it is full of all the conveniences. We
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have an orchard here, we have good
roads and we have all kinds of things
over here. When beloved Master Kirpal
used to come here to give me His darshan, at that time there was nothing
here. We did not have anything, we did
not even have good roads for Him to
travel, it was all sand everywhere and it
was very difficult for Him to come here
physically but still whenever He was remembered with love He would come
here to give the darshan.
I often used to say that there is no
enjoyment or happiness in weeping if
you do not have someone to wipe off
your tears. And it is true that whenever
this poor soul would remember Him and
whenever this poor soul would cry in His
remembrance, He would come here to
give me darshan and He would wipe off
those tears of the pain of separation and
He would give whatever this poor soul
needed at that time. This small place
which you go to see, the Underground
Room, was also made according to Master Kirpal's orders. Otherwise we had
nothing here; but still He used to come
here to quench the thirst of my soul and
He used to come here to give His darshan.
I would like to tell you that Master
always gives us whatever thing is being
asked from Him but the thing is that we
should be also doing our part. We should
obey His commandments. It all depends
upon our faith, love and devotion and it
also depends upon how much we have
devoted ourself to obeying the commandments of the Master.
Dear ones if you would go in the
within, after doing the meditation, if
you would remove all the three covers
from your soul, then you would see the
Real Form of the Master. Then you
would understand that Master is not the
body. He has assumed the body only for
this world, only for this plane and He is
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going to leave this body here in this
plane. The Real Form of the Master is
the Shabd, which will go with us. Then
we realize that Master does not have to
come from anywhere outside to give us
the darshan, He is within us and whenever we remember Him in our within, He
is there to give us the darshan.
Very often such things happen between the Master and the disciple. Many
times Master helps us through some
other people. The dear devoted souls at
once recognize that it was the Master
Himself who has worked through this
person; and whatever sympathy or whatever help we have received, from this
person, is in fact coming from our Master. Baba Jaimal Singh told Master
Sawan Singh that many times the Master
gives us comfort, He gives us happiness
and help through other people.
Sometimes it happens that if you are
lost in the wilderness and it is dark and
you do not know which way you should
go, Master will appear there, not in His
Real Form, but in the form of somebody
else to guide you on your way. If you are
remembering the Master, if your attention is toward the Master then it is possible Master would appear there in His
Real Form and show you your way. But
because our attention is not there, since
we are very much confused and afraid at
that time, that is why He appears there
in somebody else's form to give us the
right direction and to guide us to a safe
place. He does not perform any miracles,
but we take it to be a miracle because we
have this realization that it was the Master who helped us.
If the Master appeared in His Real
Form without our remembering Him,
without our paying attention to Him,
then it would be considered as a miracle.
Then we would make His life very difficult, because we would go on telling people how Master appeared there, and in
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this way we would make His life difficult. That is why He never performs such
miracles. But because He has taken responsibility for us, that is why whenever
we are in difficulty He appears there in
some form to guide us to our destination.
Once we were driving along the canal
of the River Mali near Nervankar and
suddenly it started to rain, as it rained
today, and it was an unexpected and very
heavy rain. There were many ditches
along the road where we were driving
and they all filled up with water and we
did not know which way to go. One of
the tires of our jeep fell in a ditch and
our jeep got stuck. I told the driver that I
would try to lift up the side of the jeep
and he should start the engine and try to
move the jeep and with His Grace everything will be all right and we will continue our journey. At that time I was just
initiated and I remembered my Master
and I told Him, "Help me, just like you
saved the honor of Draupadi."
You might have heard the story of
Draupadi, how Durianajan was trying to
take off all of her clothes. But she was
the disciple of Lord Krishna and she remembered Lord Krishna saying, "Today
my honor is at stake and it is in your
hands, you have to take care of me." So
at that place Durianajan tried his best
but still he could not take off her clothes,
he couldn't unwind her sari, because
Lord Krishna from the other side was
making the sari cloth longer and longer,
and in that way her honor was saved.
So I remembered my Beloved Master
in that way and we were saved from the
difficulty. You see that it was not my
miracle; I had just recently been initiated, and I just remembered my Master,
so who did that? It was the Master who
was doing everything from behind the
curtain. Master does many different
things to protect the honor of the disci-
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ple. But the thing is that you have to
remember Him. If you remember Him,
surrendering yourself completely to His
feet then He will take care of your every
need.
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say that
ordinarily if our son gets sick we at once
request and pray to the Master to make
him all right because we do not have any
idea of how many karmas were involved
in that, we only see our son suffering.
We have prayed to the Master and if he
does not become all right then we lose
our faith in the Master. Or suppose we
are involved in some lawsuit and we pray
to the Master and if we do not win that
case then we lose our faith in the Master.
Suppose we do not have a child and we
pray to the Master, even though we do
not know whether we are meant to have
a child or not, or whether it is good for
us or not. But if we do not get the child
then our faith in the Master breaks. If
with His Grace we do get the child and if
the child is crying a lot then we request
the Master to make him quiet and if that
does not happen then we lose our faith in
the Master.
So we go on asking for such small
things and if they are not done then our
faith in the Master breaks. Master
Sawan Singh Ji used to say that such
people who come to the Path, and who
request the Master to fulfill all their
small desires without knowing whether
they are good or bad for them-such
people should not come to the Master,
they should not come to the Path, it is
better for them to stay in their home.
Only those people who have the desire to
do the devotion of the Lord, who are
here to surrender themselves to the feet
of the Master, only they should come to
the Path. Only those who really understand the Path can get the benefit from
the Master by surrendering themselves to
the Master.
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All the world dances to the tune of the
mind-whether one is a warrior, a ruler
or a poor person, all dance t o the tune of
the mind. Mind is the only thing which
dances to the tune of the Shabd. H e is
present within us and H e is present
within every single cell of our body and
H e is present everywhere in this world

The relationship of the disciple with the
Master is unbreakable, it does not end
only in this lifetime, only in this world; it
continues even after we leave this world.
It is permanent and it always remains
there until our Master takes us to our
Real Home.

Announcing Two New Books
"It is a method of self-introspection which I have introduced after
much deep thought on the subject . . . the benefit of this is moral
upliftment. Daily self-introspection must be kept up, and
through this you will be able to see for yourself how far you are
coming out of the senses' influence . . ."-Master Kirpal Singh
Shamas Meditation Retreat in California has published a wonderful version of the diary in book form, compiled by Don
Macken and Mary Fewel. The book, called The Self-Introspection
Diavy has 200 pages, and is made up of selected quotes from the
Masters, arranged with daily diary forms, plus over a hundred
photos of Master Kirpal, Baba Sawan, and Sant Ji.
The advantage of this form of the diary is that on each page
there is some quote to inspire us or some photo to help remembrance, so that even if our mind has been resisting picking
up and filling in the monthly diary, it can't help but be curious to
pick this up, if only to see what is on the next page. Using this
diary book it is possible to turn one of the mind's habits to our
advantage.
The book can be ordered either from Shamaz Meditation Retreat, PO Box 166, Potter Valley, CA 95469; or from Sant Bani
Ashram. Price is $7.00, plus shipping.
We are happy to announce that The Way of The Saints, long out of
print, is now being reprinted. This book contains more than 400
pages of Master Kirpal Singh's shorter talks and circular letters.
Included are such classics as: "Ends and Means,""The Psychology
of Mysticism,"and "Humility."The current edition also contains a
brief biography of Master Kirpal, as well as the longer biography
of Baba Sawan Singh found in the original. Available March 1st
from Sant Bani Ashram - price $10.00, plus shipping.
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Sant Bani Ashram Publications
by Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
The Two Ways: the Gauri Vars of Guru Ramdas
The Jewel of Happiness: the Sukhmani of Guru Arjan
The Ocean of Love: the Anurag Sagar of Kabir
Streams in the Desert: Discourses & Conversations 1976-1980

$10.00
15 .OO
15 .OO
12.00

by Sant Kirpal Singh Ji
The Light of Kirpal
The Way of the Saints: Sant Mat
Life and Death: (The Wheel of Life & The Mystery of Death)
The Crown of Life: A Study in Yoga
Naam or Word (a study of the Sound Current)
The Jap Ji: The Message of Guru Nanak
Baba Jaimal Singh: the story of a great Saint
Prayer
Godman
Morning Talks
Spirituality: What It Is
The Night is a Jungle
The Teachings of Kirpal Singh (selected writings by subject matter)
Seven Paths to Perfection (pamphlet)
How to Develop Receptivity (pamphlet)

12.00
10.00
8.50
7.00
5.50
3.50
3 .OO
3.95
3.95
7.50
3.95
10.00
10.00
1.oo
.50

by Ajaib, Kirpal and other Masters
Songs of the Masters (combined, revised, spiral bound edition)
The Message of Love: An Introduction to Sant Mat
Light on Ananda Yoga, by Shiv Brat La1

7.00
2.00
10.00

New Book
The Self-Introspection Dairy (featuring selections from the writings
of Ajaib Singh, Kirpal Singh, & Sawan Singh)

7.00

by other authors
Support for the Shaken Sangat, by A. S. Oberoi
15.00
The Impact of a Saint, by Russell Perkins
out of print
Sant Ajaib Singh: A Brief Life Sketch
1.50
Servants of God: Lives of the Sikh Gurus, by Jon Engle
6.00
The Third World Tour of Kirpal Singh
2.50
Cooking with Light: Favorite Vegetarian Recipes
7.00
A Nutrition Compendium (pamphlet)
.50
The Book of Jonah: Bible text illustrated by Sant Bani School students
6.95
Allison's Shadow, by Tracy Leddy
12.00
October on Nantucket, by Tracy Leddy
9.00
A New Beginning, by Gretchen Foy
4.95
Tape Catalog - Sant Bani Tape Service
3 .OO

Please add 10% to aN orders to cover postage and handling costs. Minimum $1.50
Books and information are available from:
Jan. '89

Sant Bani Ashram
Franklin, N. H. 03235, U.S.A.

The truly humble man accepts everything as coming from the
hands of God. He knows that in him there is nothing praiseworthy.
All the good that is in him is from God, and the praise that men give
him belongs to God. When the young man called Jesus "Good
Teacher," Jesus quietly said, "Why call me good? There is none good
but God."
"Humility," says Lacordaire, "does not consist in hiding our talents
and virtues, in thinking ourselves worse and more ordinary than we
are, but in possessing a clear knowledge of all that is lacking in us,
and not exalting ourselves for that which we have, seeing that God
has freely given it to us, and with all His gifts, we are still infinitely of
little importance ."
So the truly humble man may accept sometimes the praise which
men give him, and quietly passes it on to God, keeping nothing for
himself.
-Kirpal Singh

